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"Henry, you're overreacting! It's just an Ultimate Power method. You don't have to kneel. Please just get up," Leon said and

helped Henry up.

"Thank you, Mister Wolf. I can never repay my debt to you. Whatever you need from this day onward, I'll heed your commands at

all costs!" Henry said sincerely as he thanked Leon over and over again.

He came to seek refuge in the very beginning but he was now completely blown away by Leon's generosity.

He vowed inwardly to follow Leon until his death to return the favor.

"Don't thank me just yet! The Thousand Gods Method is just one of my welcoming gifts to you. I have something even better for

you!" Leon said with a smirk.

"What is it?" Henry asked in confusion.

He knew just how scarce Ultimate Power methods were and was content to have obtained the Thousand Gods Method, so he

was surprised that Leon had something else even better in store for him.

'But, how can that be possible?' He thought as he could not fantom what could be more valuable than an Ultimate

Power method.

"Henry, if I'm not mistaken, you are probably training with a light method, right? Here's a Sun Pill that can enhance the strength

of martial artists who train with light methods!

Take this, and you should be able to get to the Almighty State right away!" Leon said as he handed a Sun Pill to Henry.

He could tell from observing Henry earlier that Henry used to practice a light method, which meant the Sun Pill would work on

Henry.

Since Henry reached the Semi-Almighty State and was not far from reaching the Almighty State, the powerful effect of the Sun

Pill should get Henry past the current bottleneck of his training.

Once Henry became an Almighty martial artist, the companies owned by Leon and his friends would be in lesser danger.

"What? Are you saying that this pill will get me to the Almighty State? Is that true?" Henry was stunned as he stared at the Sun

Pill.

Ever since his family was killed, he dreamt of getting to the Almighty State to seek revenge against the Scarlet Thief.

Unfortunately, martial artists who studied Advanced Power methods could only reach the Semi-Almighty State at best and it

would be extremely challenging to overcome the gap between the Semi-Almighty and Almighty States.

No matter how hard Henry tried, he simply could not get to the next level.

The fact that Leon seemed confident that it could be easily achieved by taking a pill sounded surreal and Henry could not bring

himself to believe that a tiny pill would contain such power.
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